ABSTRACT: Motivated by the debate over how to deal with the huge backlog of untested sexual assault kits in the U.S.A., we construct and analyze a mathematical model that predicts the expected number of hits (i.e., a new DNA profile matches a DNA sample in the criminal database) as a function of both the proportion of the backlog that is tested and whether the victim-offender relationship is used to prioritize the kits that are tested. Refining the results in Ref. (Criminol Public Policy, 2016, 15, 555), we use data from Detroit, where government funding was used to process %15% of their backlog, to predict that prioritizing stranger kits over nonstranger kits leads to only a small improvement in performance (a 0.034 increase in the normalized area under the curve of the hits vs. proportion of backlog tested curve). Two rough but conservative cost-benefit analyses-one for testing the entire backlog and a marginal one for testing kits from nonstranger assaults-suggest that testing all sexual assault kits in the backlog is quite cost-effective: for example, spending %$1641 to test a kit averts sexual assaults costing %$133,484 on average.
After a sexual assault, victims are typically advised to undergo a forensic medical examination, where biological evidence is collected as part of a sexual assault kit (SAK). The SAK is transferred to law enforcement personnel, who are responsible for submitting the SAK to a forensic laboratory. If DNA can be recovered from the SAK, it can be entered into CODIS (Combined DNA Index System), which is a national database of DNA profiles from known offenders/arrestees (referred to as the offender file) and from crime scene evidence (referred to as the forensic file, where the identities are unknown); both files contain DNA samples obtained from sexual assaults (SAs) and from nonsexual crimes. If the new CODIS entry generates a hit (i.e., its DNA matches the DNA of an existing DNA sample in CODIS), then it can provide either a promising lead if it hits a sample in the offender file, or a link to an earlier crime if it hits a sample in the forensic file.
Despite the potential value of this forensic infrastructure, >200,000 SAKs have never been submitted to a laboratory for DNA testing and instead reside in law enforcement storage facilities (1, 2) . Testing backlogged SAKs, some of which may be many years old, may generate other benefits aside from CODIS hits (3) (4) (5) (6) : It helps populate CODIS, sends positive messages to victims, moves the justice system toward better responses to sexual assaults, holds offenders accountable through arrests and convictions, and prevents wrongful prosecutions. The National Institute of Justice funded studies in Los Angeles (7), New Orleans (8) , Detroit (3, 9) and Houston (10) to process some of their untested SAKs and to gain a better understanding of how to address this immense national backlog. Although the hit results from all four studies are roughly comparable (table 13 in (10)), different conclusions were drawn in the two largest studies: SAs are characterized as either stranger SAs or nonstranger SAs based on the victim-offender relationship, and researchers in Detroit (3) recommend that all untested SAKs be tested, while researchers in Los Angeles (7) recommend not to test all SAKs but rather to focus on stranger SAKs (i.e., SAKs from stranger SAs). We investigate the reason for this divergence in the Discussion, but make two points now: The Detroit recommendation focuses on hit performance and is based at least partly on the adoption of a liberal definition of equivalent hit probabilities between stranger SAKs and nonstranger SAKs (to have different hit probabilities required the 90% confidence interval [CI] of the odds ratio to fall outside [0.4,2.50], and the estimated odds ratio was 1.78), and the LA recommendation is based on downstream metrics such as arrests, charges, and convictions. Hence, a study's choice of performance measures (e.g., CODIS updates, CODIS hits, or convictions) may influence its conclusions.
Jurisdictions facing large SAK backlogs have four main options: (i) test no SAKs in the backlog, (ii) test all SAKs in the backlog with no prioritization, (iii) test all SAKs in the backlog with prioritization (e.g., process all stranger SAKs within the statute of limitations before processing any SAKs beyond the statute of limitations or any nonstranger SAKs), and (iv) processing only some of the SAKs (e.g., only the stranger SAKs within the statute of limitations). Option (ii) is referred to as the "forklift" approach and was implemented by New York City, where it was deemed too time-consuming (due to the limitations of their information systems) to sort and prioritize the SAKs before processing (11) .
We build a mathematical model and calibrate it using the Detroit SAK data (LA's data are not detailed enough to support a mathematical model) to address two questions: Should all SAKs be tested, and if not, which SAKs should be tested, and in particular, should stranger SAKs be prioritized over nonstranger SAKs? Our model incorporates and quantifies the extent to which offenders specialize in either stranger or nonstranger SAs, and if they specialize, which type of offender is more likely to generate recoverable DNA, more likely to commit more additional crimes that are in CODIS or the backlog, and more likely to have these additional crimes end up in the backlog. After estimating the model parameters, we generate curves of the expected number of hits versus the proportion of the backlog that is processed, for policies that do-and do notprioritize stranger SAKs over nonstranger SAKs. As recommended in Ref. (7, 12) , we also use this analysis as a basis for two cost-benefit analyses: One for testing the entire backlog relative to testing none of the backlog, and a marginal analysis for testing nonstranger SAKs. Hence, referring back to the four options, we explicitly compare options (i) and (ii), and also option (iv) with respect to stranger vs. nonstranger SAKs, and recommend that all backlog SAKs be tested. Although we perform other analyses that shed some light on option (iii) (e.g., prioritization based on stranger vs. nonstranger SAK, and on weapon use), we do not make explicit recommendations regarding prioritization and in particular perform no prioritization analysis that incorporates whether a SAK is beyond the statute of limitation. That is, we address the strategic issue of which SAKs should be tested, but do not fully address the operational issue of what order to test them in.
Materials and Methods

Data
The Detroit SAK data are publicly available from the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (13) and are described in detail in Ref. (3, 9) . The census undertaken in Ref. (9) uncovered 11,219 SAKs in Detroit police property from SAs occurring during 1980 to November 1, 2009. Of these 11,219 SAKs, 2512 had been submitted for testing, leaving 8707 in the backlog. From this unsubmitted backlog, the researchers tested a sample of 1595 SAKs in four testing groups: 445 stranger SAKs (testing group 1), 449 nonstranger SAKs (testing group 2), 351 SAKs that were beyond the statutes of limitations (testing group 3), and 350 SAKs used to compare DNA testing methods (testing group 4). For most of these SAKs, we know whether the SA type was stranger or nonstranger, whether or not a weapon was used, whether or not DNA was recovered, whether there were any hits to the offender file in CODIS, the forensic file in CODIS or to the other 1594 SAKs tested. For most of the CODIS hits, we know only the most recent qualifying offense (e.g., if there was a hit to an offender in CODIS that had committed three crimes-a SA followed by a burglary followed by a homicide-we only know about the homicide) for hits to the offender file, and no crimetype information for hits to the forensic file. In addition, we have publicly available data (13) from a pilot project where 400 randomly selected SAKs from Detroit's backlog of 11,219 SAKs were tested and their stranger vs. nonstranger SAK status were reported based on police reports (Shaw J. Justifying injustice: How the criminal justice system explains its response to sexual assault. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. East Lansing, MI: Michigan State University, 2014); these data are used to weight the 1595 samples so that they are representative of the entire Detroit population.
A Model of the Data-generating Process
We develop a model of the data-generating process, where the observed data are for offenders who have at least one SAK with recovered DNA in the tested portion of the backlog. That is, we develop a probabilistic model for an offender who has at least one SAK with recovered DNA in the tested portion of the backlog. This model serves several purposes: Its estimated parameter values shed light on the behavior of sexual offenders, it allows us to compare the hit performance of various policies (e.g., the forklift approach or the priority of stranger SAKs over nonstranger SAKs), and its output provides key input to the costbenefit analyses.
We assume that a SAK in the backlog is a stranger SAK with probability q s and a nonstranger SAK with probability q ns , and that DNA can be recovered from each stranger SAK with probability d s and can be recovered from each nonstranger SAK with probability d ns , independent of any additional information about the offender. The values of d s and d ns could differ if the nature of the assault, the time delay in victim reporting or the extent of victim cleanup prior to the forensic medical examination differs systematically between stranger and nonstranger SAs. To allow heterogeneous specialization of SAs by an offender, we let S be a beta random variable with parameters a and b. Each offender is assigned a different value of S from this distribution, and this value determines the probability that a SA by this offender is a stranger SA. The possible values s of S vary between 0 and 1, where, for example, s ¼ 1 corresponds to an offender who commits only stranger SAs, s ¼ 0 corresponds to an offender who commits only nonstranger SAs, and s ¼ 0:5 corresponds to an offender who is equally likely to commit stranger or nonstranger SAs.
Let X be the random number of additional (i.e., aside from the conditioned SAK with recovered DNA in the tested portion of the backlog) crimes-sexual and nonsexual-associated with an offender, either related to a DNA profile in CODIS (our model does not differentiate between samples in the offender file and samples in the forensic file in CODIS, and we return to this issue in the Discussion) or related to a SAK with recoverable DNA in the tested and untested portions of the SAK backlog. To allow for possible overdispersion, we assume that X conditioned on S = s is a negative binomial random variable with parameters r and p ¼ 1 À is the mean number of additional crimes for an offender who commits only nonstranger SAs. That is, the mean number of additional crimes an offender commits depends in a linear way on the offender's level of specialization between stranger and nonstranger SAs. In addition, the variance-to-mean ratio of the number of additional crimes, which is
, also depends in a linear way on the offender's level of specialization. Before settling on this set of assumptions for X, we considered two alternative models. First, X given S ¼ s is negative binomial with r ¼ sr s þ 1 À s ð Þr ns and p ¼ p s ¼ p ns , which implies that the mean of X varies linearly in s and the variance-to-mean ratio is independent of s; this alternative gave very similar results to the chosen model (e.g., the hit probability of the two models differed by 10 À4 ). Second, X given S ¼ s is a Poisson random variable with a mean that varies linearly in s; this simpler model, which does not allow for overdispersion, generated qualitatively similar results to the chosen model.
Let Z be the total number of SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog associated with an offender. Conditioned on X ¼ x and S ¼ s, we assume that Z is one plus a binomial random variable with parameters x and sb s þ 1 À s ð Þb ns , where b s is the probability that an additional crime is in the SAK backlog for an offender who commits only stranger SAs, and b ns is the probability that an additional crime is in the SAK backlog for an offender who commits only nonstranger SAs.
Of the Z SAKs in the backlog related to an offender, we need to model how many are stranger SAKs and how many are nonstranger SAKs. Conditioned on Z ¼ z and S ¼ s, let Z s be the total number of stranger SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog related to an offender, which we assume is a binomial random variable with parameters z and s. The total number of nonstranger SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog related to an offender is denoted by Z ns ¼ Z À Z s .
Finally, associated with an offender we define T s and T ns to be the number of stranger SAKs and nonstranger SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog that were tested in the Detroit study (3) . Conditioned on Z s ¼ z s and Z ns ¼ z ns , we assume that T s is binomial with parameters z s and h s , and T ns is binomial with parameters z ns and h ns , where h s and h ns are the proportions of stranger and nonstranger SAKs in the backlog that were tested in Ref. (3) . We let T ¼ T s þ T ns be the total number of tested SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog associated with an offender.
In §1.1 of the Supporting Information (SI), we estimate the DNA recovery probabilities d s ; d ns ð Þ, the proportion of the backlog that are stranger or nonstranger SAKs q s ; q ns ð Þ, and the testing probabilities ðh s ; h ns ). We then use maximum likelihood estimation ( §1.2-1.5 of the SI) to jointly estimate the model's remaining seven parameters a; b; r; p s ; p ns ; b s ; b ns ð Þ from the observed data. Because CODIS has been in place for over 20 years, we can safely assume that this system is in a steady state (e.g., even though CODIS is slowly growing, older offenders are retiring and new offenders are starting their offending careers), and hence the model parameters do not vary over time.
Results
Parameter Values
In the slightly u-shaped beta probability density function (PDF) associated with our point estimates of (a, b) ( Table 1) , approximately three times as many offenders specialize in nonstranger SAs than stranger SAs (Fig. 1) . The remaining point estimates suggest that-relative to an offender who specializes in nonstranger SAs-an offender who specializes in stranger SAs has a slightly higher DNA recovery probability (the DNA recovery probabilities differ from the estimates in (3, 9) , where they are referred to as CODIS entry rates, because they include data from only testing groups 1 and 2, and we include data from all four testing groups), nearly the same testing probability (and hence the imbalance between the number of stranger SAs and nonstranger SAs associated with an offender is not caused by how the backlog was sampled for testing), a twofold higher mean and threefold higher variance of additional crimes, and a fivefold higher probability that these additional crimes are in the SAK backlog ( Table 1 ). The point estimates of r; p s ð Þ and r; p ns ð Þ ( Table 1 ) also suggests that the number of additional crimes by an offender is overdispersed relative to the Poisson distribution (where the variance equals the mean), with varianceto-mean ratios of 2.878 and 1.906 for offenders specializing in stranger SAs and nonstranger SAs, respectively (Fig. 2) .
However, there is considerable uncertainty surrounding most of these parameters. To gain a better sense of the uncertainty in the beta PDF, we use the k-means algorithm (14) to cluster 1000 bootstrapped (a, b) pairs (15) into five groups ( §1.6 in the SI), and display the beta PDF associated with the center of each group (Fig. S3 ). This analysis suggests that 81.6% of the bootstrapped beta PDFs exhibit strong asymmetry associated with more specialization of nonstranger SAs, and 18.4% of the bootstrapped beta PDFs exhibit less specialization (i.e., are unimodal and roughly symmetric). The scatter plots (Fig. S4) 
Main Results
In our model, a SAK generates a hit if its offender has at least one match in CODIS or we test at least two SAKs associated with the offender. In §2 of the SI, we derive the expected number of hits as a function of the proportion of the backlog processed for both the stranger-priority policy (i.e., nonstranger SAKs are processed only after all stranger SAKs in the backlog are processed) and the no-priority policy (i.e., the victim-offender relationship is not used to prioritize the SAKs in the backlog). Under the point estimates in Table 1 , the strangerpriority policy provides a modest improvement over the nopriority policy (Fig. 3) . The maximum vertical distance between the two curves occurs at the point on the horizontal axis that represents the proportion of the backlog that is composed of stranger SAKs, 0.449. The expected total number of hits when the entire backlog of 8307 SAKs (8707 minus the 400 SAKs in the pilot project) is processed is 2621.8, which corresponds to a hit probability (i.e., the proportion of SAKs that generate at least one hit, which is referred to as the unconditional hit rate in Ref. (3)) of 0.316. A natural performance metric to compare the two curves in Fig. 3 is the normalized area under the curve (AUC), which is the area under the curve divided by 2621.8. The normalized AUCs are 0.527 for the stranger-priority policy and 0.482 for the no-priority policy.
A histogram of the normalized AUC for the stranger-priority policy minus the normalized AUC for the no-priority policy (Fig. S5) for the 1000 bootstrapped sets of parameters gives a mean of 0.031, a range of [0.006,0.056] and a 95% CI of [0.015,0.046]; that is, the stranger-priority policy always has a higher normalized AUC than the no-priority policy in this calculation.
Accounting for the Time to Sort the SAKs
One of the qualitative arguments put forth in Ref. (3) for not prioritizing stranger SAKs is that the modest increase in the hit probability would be offset by the additional time required to sort SAKs into stranger vs. nonstranger SAKs. It took 2958 h to review records to decide which 1600 SAKs to test in Detroit (16) , which corresponds to 1.85 h per SAK. The review consisted of determining the adjudication status, the victim-offender relationship and the statute of limitations; the adjudication status took much more time than the other two criteria because multiple records (e.g., arrest records, court records) had to be pulled and checked. However, the majority of this 1.85 h consisted of finding and retrieving the paper files and sorting through the papers therein. As a conservative estimate (i.e., lower bound), we assume that it takes one hour of sorting time to obtain each stranger SAK. Although the Detroit review was undertaken by prosecutors, the victim-offender relationship data are likely to be in the police records and could be performed by a police officer. We assume a labor cost of $30/hr to search the records, which gives a sorting cost of $30/SAK to obtain each of the stranger SAKs in the backlog. Assuming a baseline testing cost of $1000/SAK (the reported range is between $400 and $1500 per SAK (17)), a plot ( Fig. S6 ) of the expected number of hits vs. cost for the two policies using the parameters in Table 1 shows that the inclusion of the sorting cost reduces the difference in the normalized AUC between the two policies from 0.045 (i.e., 0.527-0.482) to 0.034.
A Cost-benefit Analysis
We undertake a rough, but conservative, cost-benefit analysis that compares the policy of testing all SAKs in the backlog to the policy of testing no SAKs in the backlog; in the Discussion, after introducing some additional information, we use this analysis as a basis for a marginal cost-benefit analysis that focuses on testing the nonstranger SAKs in the backlog. The SAK testing cost and associated downstream costs will be compared to the expected cost and number of SAs averted by testing a SAK.
The testing cost has four components. We use table 7 in Ref. (18) to estimate the first three components, and to be conservative, we use costs from Los Angeles County, which are nearly twice as much as the average cost of the five cities studied in Ref. (18) . It costs $980 for preliminary testing and the generation of the DNA profile. The CODIS entry cost is $167, which we multiply by the DNA recovery probability, q s d s þ q ns d ns ¼ 0:491, to get $82. The posthit processing cost is 2481-1147 = $1334, and we multiply this by the hit probability 0.316 to get $422. Finally, using table 1 in Ref. (19), we include the justice costs of $8503, which include the cost of investigation, legal defense, incarceration, parole and probation, and the offender productivity cost of $4610, which is the lost earnings due to incarceration. We multiply this sum, 8503 + 4610 = $13,113, by the estimated conviction probability 0.012 (the details yielding 0.012 are provided later) to get $157. Hence, the expected total testing cost is 980 + 82 + 422 + 157 = $1641. Note that this is an overestimate because there is some overlap (i.e., we are double counting) between the posthit processing costs in Ref. (18) and the justice costs in Ref. (19) .
The expected number of SAs averted by testing a SAK is the probability that a SAK test leads to a conviction times the expected number of SAs potentially averted (i.e., averted if the test leads to a conviction); this approach conservatively assumes that a hit that results in something short of a conviction, such as an investigation or an arrest, does not avert any future SAs. The expected number of SAs potentially averted is the expected number of future SAs the offender commits before either desisting or being convicted, under the assumption that we do not test any SAKs in the backlog. The number of SAs per year of time at risk (e.g., not incarcerated) committed by a sexual offender varies widely across offenders, but the mean has been reported as 7.10 (table 2 in Ref. (20)); moreover, this rate decreases very slowly with the offender's age (20) . This figure is largely based on self-reports, which experiments have suggested generate underestimates of the true offending rate (21) . For adult offenders, there is a seven-year gap on average between the onset of SA activity and the time of the first conviction, and 20% of these offenders self-report that they had started to desist by the time of the first conviction (22) ; these figures allow us to estimate the time until an offender either desists or is convicted. We assume that DNA testing of SAKs in the backlog plays no role in the first conviction after the mean seven-year gap; that is, the seven-year gap is under the "business-as-usual" scenario where some SAKs are tested but many SAKs are left untested in a backlog. Because there can be many SA events for an offender over the gap between onset and first conviction, if the events happen regularly (i.e., at deterministic time intervals) over this gap and each event has the same probability of conviction, then the time until the first conviction is well modeled by a geometric distribution. Approximating the discrete geometric distribution by its continuous counterpart, the exponential distribution, we assume that the time until conviction (independent of whether or not he has desisted) is an exponential random variable C with rate d, where d À1 ¼ 7 years. In the absence of a first conviction, we assume an exponential lifetime L of a sexual offender, which is roughly consistent with the fact that many convicted offenders self-report that they have a short offending career (22), with rate c. The 20% self-reported desistance probability in Ref. (22) can be interpreted as P L\C ð Þ¼0:2;
years. Let A be the random age (i.e., the time interval between the time of the SA until the time the backlog is being tested) of a SAK in the backlog. The probability distribution of A is derived using the year that each SAK in the Detroit backlog was created (Fig. S1 ) and assuming that the entire backlog is tested in 2015, which is the publication date of Ref. (9) . Now consider a SAKgenerating SA that occurs randomly during a sexual offender's active offending career, and suppose that this SAK is in the backlog. Because the potentially averted SAs are only averted if testing the SAK leads to a conviction, we assume in this calculation that the offender has not been convicted before the time that we test the backlog (e.g., when New York City tested its entire SAK backlog, 21.0% of hits did not lead to a conviction because the offender had already been arrested (11)). That is, we let the offender's SA occur at time 0, and assume that C > A. If we do not test this SAK (or any future SAKs in the backlog) then this offender will continue to commit SAs for an amount of time equal to
where this expectation is with respect to the random variables L, C and A. In Eq. (1), we have used the fact (e.g., Chapter 5 in Ref. (23)) that the forward recurrence time of an exponential random variable has the same distribution as the original exponential random variable (i.e., the time interval between the offender's random SA at time 0 until the time the offender desists is exponential with parameter c, and similarly for the time until first conviction). The calculation of this conditional expectation ( §3 in the SI) gives 3.69 years. Hence, if we test this SAK, we have the potential to avert on average 7.10/yr 9 3.69 \year}} = 26.22 SAs. In the Discussion, we use an alternative approach using the Detroit data-rather than the criminal career data in Ref. (20) and Ref. (22)-as the starting point, and obtain a quantity that is of the same order of magnitude. In addition, by setting A = 0 in the conditional expectation, we find that a SAK tested at the time of the SA has the potential to avert on average 39.76 SAs. We now estimate the probability that a hit leads to a conviction. When New York City tested their entire backlog of SAKs, 49 of 1329 CODIS hits led to a conviction (11) . We assume that the probability that a hit leads to a conviction is 49/ 1329 = 0.037, which is an underestimate because there were 44 open cases at the time of reporting (11) (and so the 49 convictions is a lower bound). We assume that the probability that a tested SAK leads to a conviction is our hit probability, 0.316, times 0.037, or 0.012, which implies that the mean number of SAs averted is 0.012 9 26.22 = 0.307. Los Angeles had two convictions of 371 cases (although the authors state that this DNA evidence was of questionable use in the convictions) and a hit probability of 0.178 (7), giving a conviction probability conditioned on a hit of 0.030, which is similar to New York City's conviction probability (conditioned on DNA recovery) of 0.037. Nonetheless, our use of the NYC conviction probability may be very conservative: In Denver, where there was close collaboration between the police department and the district attorney's office, 97 SAK hits from previously cold cases led to 48 convictions (page 38 of (24)).
We use two approaches to compare the $1641 testing cost to the 0.307 SAs averted. By table 1 of Ref. (19) , the cost of a SA equals the victim costs of $138,310 plus the willingness-to-pay (to avoid the SA) cost of $297,102 (the use of this cost component has been endorsed by a panel of experts (25)), which yields a total cost of $435,419 (to be conservative, we do not include the justice costs and offender productivity cost here). Hence, $1641 can be spent to save an expected 0.307 9 $435,419 = $133,484. The other approach is to compute the marginal cost per averted SA of $1641/0.307 = $5353, which is less than the marginal cost per serious crime averted by lengthening sentences ($7600) or adding police officers (range of $26,300-$62,600) (26) , but more than the estimated range of $59-$555 per serious crime averted by adding additional DNA profiles to CODIS (estimated by exploiting state-level legislative changes that expanded state databases) (26) .
Incorporating Other Information into The Priority Policy
An investigation in Ref. (9) of other factors that are predictors of improved hit probabilities revealed two: the use of a weapon and the time delay between the assault and the victim's forensic medical examination. In §4 of the SI, we extend our model by considering eight classes of SAKs, characterized by stranger vs. nonstranger SA, weapon use vs. no weapon use, and delay ≤1 day vs. delay ≥2 days. Due to the additional complexity of this model, for simplicity we assume the number of additional crimes X conditioned on S = s follows the Poisson distribution with mean sk s þ 1 À s ð Þk ns instead of the negative binomial distribution as in the original model. Here, k s is the mean number of additional crimes for an offender who commits only stranger SAs, and k ns is the mean number of additional crimes for an offender who commits only nonstranger SAs. As with the parameter pairs k s ; k ns Þ ð , b s ; b ns ð Þ and h s ; h ns ð Þ, we allow the specialization level s of an offender to impact the probability of weapon use and the probability of a short delay via the parameter pairs (x s , x ns ) and (s s , s ns ), respectively. Our resulting parameter estimates suggest that just over two-thirds of stranger SAs and hardly any nonstranger SAs involve weapon use, and >90% of SAs have a delay ≤1 day, with a slightly higher probability for nonstranger SAs (Table S5 ). The optimal policy ranks the eight classes, with higher priority generally given to weapon use, short delays and stranger SAs (Table S6 ). The normalized AUC for the priority policy is 0.549, compared to 0.475 for the no-priority policy (Fig. S7) ; that is, the inclusion of weapon and delay information increases the difference in the normalized AUC between the priority policy and the no-priority policy from 0.045 to 0.074. While the preference for prioritizing stranger SAs and weapon use is due to a higher hit probability conditioned on DNA recovery, the desirability of prioritizing short examination delays is due to a higher probability of DNA recovery; this relationship between DNA recovery probability and the time delay between the assault and the examination was also observed in Los Angeles (7). Table S6 suggests that, of the three factors, stranger vs. nonstranger SAKs generates the biggest improvement in the hit performance, followed by weapon use, with the examination delay having the smallest impact.
Discussion
We make additional observations about the parameter estimates, put forth a six-step argument for testing the entire backlog of SAKs, and discuss the limitations of the data.
Observations about the Parameter Estimates
Fitting our model to the data reveals some new information about SAs-information that is independent of (and, by Ref. (21) , perhaps less biased than) the typical approach of selfreported data (22) , which is deemed necessary due to the hidden nature of the crime (27) . The estimated beta distribution in Fig. 1 exhibits an asymmetry: nearly three times as many offenders commit only nonstranger SAs than commit only stranger SAs, whereas offenders who commit stranger SAs tend to specialize less and perform a mixture of both types. Fig. 1 has some interesting implications if it is accurate (Fig. S3 ): It confirms the concern raised in Ref. (3) (3) and is consistent with the observation that over 25% of serial sexual offenders in a sample of previously untested SAKs in Cuyahoga County, Ohio assaulted both strangers and nonstrangers (28) .
We also learn from the values of r, p s and p ns in Table 1 that a stranger offender commits on average almost three times as many additional DNA crimes as a nonstranger offender. Moreover, for a stranger offender, the likelihood is much higher than for a nonstranger offender that these additional crimes are in the backlog (i.e., b s > 5b ns ). This is not inconsistent with the finding that 44% of law enforcement agencies in a nationally representative sample indicated that they did not submit SAKs to a crime laboratory if a suspect had not been identified (2) . These point estimates imply that an offender who commits only stranger SAs has on average 1 þ rp s = 1 À p s ð Þ¼2:83 SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog, whereas an offender who commits only nonstranger SAs has an average of only 1 þ rp ns = 1 À p ns ð Þ¼1:88 SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog; among all offenders with at least one SAK in the backlog that has recoverable DNA, the mean number of SAKs with recoverable DNA in the backlog is 2.30. The mean number of DNA crimes in CODIS for an offender is increasing and concave in the specialization parameter s, and the mean number of SAKs in the backlog for an offender is increasing and convex in s (Fig. S8) .
Of the 362 Detroit offenders who had associated qualifying offenses in CODIS, 44 offenses were SAs and 318 were nonsexual crimes. This small proportion (44/362 = 0.122) and the fact that the nonsexual crimes in CODIS are often serious crimes (e.g., armed robbery, aggravated assault) that have a cost > $100k (table 1 in Ref. (19) ), implies that we are being extremely conservative in our cost-benefit analysis by ignoring the averted costs of nonsexual crimes in CODIS. Combining the proportion 0.122 with the parameter estimates in Table 1 allows us to decompose the probability that an additional crime with recoverable DNA is in the backlog (i.e., b S and b ns ) into the product of two probabilities: the probability that an additional crime is a SA and the probability that an additional SA is in the backlog. (see §2 of the SI and Table 2 for details). The probability that an additional crime with recoverable DNA is a SA is 0.398 for a stranger offender (i.e., an offender who specializes in stranger SAs), 0.145 for a nonstranger offender (i.e., an offender who specializes in nonstranger SAs), and 0.264 when averaged over all offenders with at least one SAK with recoverable DNA in the backlog. The probability that an additional SA with recoverable DNA is in the backlog, which is approximately equal to the probability that an additional SA is in the backlog because the DNA recovery probability is quite similar for stranger and nonstranger SAKs, is 0.738 for a stranger offender, 0.388 for a nonstranger offender, and 0.612 when averaged over all offenders with at least one SAK with recoverable DNA in the backlog. The 0.738 vs. 0.388 discrepancy perhaps suggests that Detroit was not often using SAKs as an investigative tool (i.e., not using them to attempt to solve cold stranger SA cases).
The above information also allows us to estimate the mean number of past SAs committed by an offender with at least one SAK with recoverable DNA in the backlog, as follows. We estimate that the mean number of past SAs for which a SAK is generated is 3.264 for a stranger offender, 2.437 for a nonstranger offender, and 2.740 when averaged over all offenders with at least one SAK with recoverable DNA in the backlog ( §2 of the SI and Table 2 ). We do not know what proportion of reported SAs result in a SAK, although it is significantly less than one because victims face considerable hurdles in obtaining a SAK, including geographical access (29) and, until the recent Sexual Assault Survivors' Rights Act, cost (30) , and victims sometimes report their SAs too late to undergo a forensic medical examination. The SA reporting probabilities have been estimated to be 0.209 for stranger SAs and 0.180 for nonstranger SAs (31), which may be underestimated for two reasons: These reporting estimates do not consider homeless people, people in institutions or people without phones, and Detroit-due to the sometimes tense relationship between its police and civilians (3)-may have lower reporting rates than those cited in the literature. Dividing the number of past SAs of each type for which a SAK is generated by the reporting probability for that type, and then averaging over all offenders ( §2 of the SI and Table 2 ), we compute that the mean total number of SAs previously committed by an offender with at least one SAK with recoverable DNA in the backlog is 14.36 divided by the unknown proportion of reported SAs that generate a SAK.
Note that the 26.22 SAs potentially averted in the cost-benefit analysis can be thought of as the number of SAs during the forward recurrence time of an offender's offending career, whereas 14.36 (divided by the unknown proportion of reported SAs that generate a SAK) past SAs roughly corresponds to the number of SAs committed during the backward recurrence time of an offender's offending career; these recurrence times are with respect to the random time that the backlog is tested, not the random time of the original SA. For an exponential offending career, the mean backward recurrence time equals the mean forward recurrence time (Chapter 5 in Ref. (23)). However, by construction, the 26.22 estimate assumes that the offender is not incarcerated (because the lifetime is until the first conviction or desistance), whereas the 14.36 estimate does not account for possible incarcerations, which may partially explain the difference between the estimates. Nonetheless, it is reassuring that these two very different approaches give estimates that are comparable to each other.
As noted earlier, we estimate that the expected number of hits if Detroit tested its entire backlog is 2621.8. Even for a large city, the additional workload for investigation, victim notification and advocation, and prosecution would be extremely challenging for a system that may already be working at full capacity (6) .
Finally, it is instructive to compare our SAK results to another technology used to solve violent crimes, ballistic imaging. A comparison of the results in Fig. 3 and the ballistic imaging results in Fig. 2 of Ref. (32) reveals two differences. First, the no-priority policy in Ref. (32) is much more convex (normalized AUC is 0.383 using data from Stockton, CA) than the no-priority policy in Fig. 3 . Second, under full processing, the SAK hit probability is %2.5-fold higher than the ballistic imaging hit probability. There are two primary reasons for these two discrepancies. In ballistic imaging, gun crimes only match to one another, whereas here SAs can match to other SAs or to nonsexual crimes, with the latter having a linear (rather than approximately quadratic, as explained in Ref. (32)) effect. In addition, the model in Ref. (32) does not consider the processing of a one-time backlog, but rather a system that processes all of its evidence over a long period of time.
Although the 0.037 probability that a hit resulted in a conviction in New York City's forklift project may seem low, the corresponding probability for ballistic imaging appears to be even lower (33) . Both of these technologies are intended to be used by criminal justice practitioners (e.g., investigators and prosecutors). It is important for researchers to understand the factors underlying the low utilization of hits generated by these technologies and develop ways to make them more useful (see (34) for an example in ballistic imaging).
A Six-step Argument for Testing the Entire Backlog
Our recommendation of testing the entire backlog is based on a six-step argument, which we discuss in turn: (i) in the absence of a sorting cost, prioritizing stranger SAKs offers only a marginal improvement in performance over not using victim-offender relationship data in the prioritization; (ii) the inclusion of a sorting cost reduces this marginal improvement by %20%; (iii) the Los Angeles recommendation (7) reinforces observed historical biases in the LAPD and LASD (35); (iv) a cost-benefit analysis of testing the entire backlog (relative to testing none of it) produces quite favorable results; (v) a summary of the probative value of stranger vs. nonstranger SAK hits; and (vi) a cost-benefit analysis of testing nonstranger SAKs (relative to not testing them), which incorporates the differential probative value of stranger SAK hits and nonstranger SAK hits. Steps (i) and (ii) strengthen the seminal results in Ref. (3), which uses hits as the primary performance metric.
Step (iii) points out the pitfalls in focusing on downstream performance metrics, such as arrests and convictions. Steps (i)-(iii) make a tentative argument against prioritizing stranger SAKs over nonstranger SAKs, but an argument remains to be made that it is beneficial to test any SAKs, which is important given the limited testing of SAKs in some cities. The cost-benefit analysis in step (iv) shows that the forklift approach is quite cost-effective, even under conservative assumptions, including a restriction of benefits to downstream convictions.
Step (v) provides a strong counterargument to testing nonstranger SAKs, and step (vi) uses information from step (v) to provide a lower bound on the benefits from testing nonstranger SAKs.
Step (i)-Because we use their data, it is not surprising that our overall conclusions in steps (i) and (ii) of our argument are (3)). Hence, they conclude that the DNA recovery probability and the CODIS hit probability conditioned on DNA recovery are equivalent between stranger and nonstranger SAKs. Although the DNA recovery probability and the conditional hit probability (i.e., conditioned on DNA recovery) are worthwhile to estimate in isolation, because the cost of testing the DNA is much larger than the cost of entering the DNA into CODIS, and because a hit requires a successful DNA recovery, these two processes should be considered jointly when making a recommendation about prioritizing between stranger and nonstranger SAKs (6) . Consequently, rather than using a statistical definition of equivalence, we explicitly generate curves of the expected number of hits vs. the proportion of backlog processed. In addition to the curves in Fig. 3 , we use the normalized AUC as our primary performance metric, and find that the difference in the normalized AUC between the two curves is 0.045 (although a sensitivity analysis gives an estimate of 0.031), which can be loosely interpreted as the stranger-priority policy achieving 4.5% more hits than the no-priority policy on average, if the proportion of the backlog that is processed has a uniform distribution on [0,1]. Note that these curves allow us to extrapolate to any capacity level, and in particular to predict the expected number of hits that would be achieved under a forklift approach.
Step (ii)-Rather than cite the time-consuming nature of sorting the SAKs as a justification for a definition of equivalence (3), we quantify the extra time required to sort the SAKs into stranger vs. nonstranger SAKs and then recompute the normalized AUC for both policies. The difference in the normalized AUC between the two policies decreases by 24.4%, from 0.045 to 0.034. We also note that for cities with backlogs that date back one or two decades, at least some of the records are likely to be in paper form; otherwise, the extra sorting cost would be lower than estimated here. Overall, the argument against prioritizing stranger SAKs appears to be stronger in step (i) than in step (ii).
Step (iii)-Step (iii) of our argument concerns the Los Angeles analysis (7), which calls for focusing only on stranger SAKs. Their recommendation appears to be based on the fact that in Los Angeles, stranger SAKs led to higher rates of arrest, charging and conviction. As noted in Ref. (3), these researchers consider not just the utility of SAK analysis (as measured by hit probability), but the actual utilization of hits in the downstream processes. However, an in-depth collaborative study of the Los Angeles Police Department's and Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department's handling of SAs during 2005-2009 (years that are included in the analysis in Ref. (7)) reveals some troubling observations (35) : (a) Some detectives never made arrests in nonstranger cases and instead forwarded the case to the district attorney's office for a pre-arrest filing evaluation; (b) deputy district attorneys based their charging decisions on the probability of conviction, which in turn reflected jurors' preconceived notions of what constitutes rape; (c) when the district attorney declined to file charges, the detective inappropriately used exceptional clearance of the case; (d) prosecutors varied in the extent to which they emphasized DNA as relevant in nonstranger cases; (e) although not required by law, Los Angeles did not file SA charges unless they found corroborating evidence, implying that they did not file charges in "she said/he said" nonstranger SAs (37); and (f) victims found that most detectives were skeptical of the victims' claim (we also note that the recommendations in Ref. (7) emphatically state that the prioritization policy should not be dictated by community pressure from victim groups). This behavior is not specific to Los Angeles and has been documented in many other locations in the U.S.A. (e.g., (4, 31) ).
At least with the benefit of hindsight (i.e., in light of Ref. (35)), it appears that the recommendation in Ref. (7) of focusing on stranger SAs suffers from circular reasoning: The historical biases on arrests, charges, and convictions of nonstranger assaults listed above led to fewer arrests, charges and convictions from testing nonstranger SAKs. Consequently, they recommend against testing all nonstranger SAKs due to their relatively poor performance on these metrics, even though these historical biases can be mitigated through training and a change in culture. Hence, the recommendation in Ref. (7), if followed, would perpetuate these historical biases. In addition, Los Angeles based their recommendation on the myopic value of successfully prosecuting any given case, and more generally many in law enforcement view SAKs purely as a prosecutorial tool (e.g., SAKs are not submitted for testing because there is no suspect in the case (2)). However, as pointed out by others, hits can have a variety of benefits, even if the victim does not want to participate or is coerced not to (3-6): They can provide a promising investigative lead, corroborate a victim's allegations and a suspect's identity even in the absence of a CODIS hit, produce additional convictions (Federal Law of Evidence 404(b) allows the use of SAK results that are past the statute of limitations if the suspect is on trial for a later SA (38)), discover serial offenders, prevent wrongful prosecution, and solve previous crimes (e.g., a nonstranger SAK hit to the CODIS forensic file).
Step (iv)-Step (iv) of our argument is the cost-benefit analysis performed earlier, which suggests that the forklift approach is very cost-effective (spending $1641 to test a SAK averts $133,484 in future SA-related costs on average). This cost-benefit analysis explicitly assumes that the utilization of hits-in particular, the probability that a hit leads to a conviction-is the same as in New York City's forklift project, and hence incorporates many criticisms that have been aimed at the testing of SAK backlogs; for example, 21.0% of hits led to offenders who were already arrested, 59.6% were beyond the statutes of limitations, and 10.4% of hits were associated with victims who were either missing, unwilling to move forward with the case, or deemed unreliable (11) .
Although our cost-benefit analysis is conservative (i.e., overestimates the costs and underestimates the benefits), there is one hidden assumption that may not be conservative: We assume that the detection probability and the activity rate of an offender are independent, whereas there is some evidence that the most active offenders are also the most difficult to detect (20) . On the other hand, in addition to the conservative assumptions mentioned in the description of our analysis, our cost-benefit analysis ignores: (a) the cost of any nonsexual crimes committed before the first conviction or desistance, (b) the deterrent effect of offenders who become aware of a hit to their DNA but who fall short of conviction (it has been shown that offenders placed into CODIS reduce their crime rate (26)), (c) the fact that testing more SAKs will populate the CODIS database, which increases the number of hits to future crimes and may incentivize more SA victims to report their crimes; (d) the retribution and reduced trauma for the victim if they are informed that their assailant is incarcerated; and (e) the exoneration of falsely accused people.
Note that the benefit of testing the backlog decreases with the age of the backlog in two ways: the expected number of SAs potentially averted decreases exponentially with the delay in testing, albeit at the slow rate of c ¼ 1=28 per year (equation (23) in the SI), and the likelihood of being beyond the statute of limitations increases (and hence the conviction probability decreases).
As we were revising this paper for publication, we became aware of a recent unpublished study that assesses the costs and benefits of testing the backlog of SAKs in Cuyahoga County, Ohio (39) . Their overall conclusion agrees with ours (i.e., testing the backlog is cost-effective), and here we point out differences and similarities between our two analyses, focusing on the three main elements: the testing cost, the probability that a test leads to a conviction, and the cost of averted SAs.
We assume a primary testing cost of $980, a CODIS entry cost of $167, a posthit processing cost of $1334, justice costs of $8503 and offender productivity costs of $4610; Singer et al. assume $949.29 for primary testing, $882.80 for investigation, and $372.60 for victim advocacy. While we include more downstream costs than Singer et al., this difference plays a minor role in the calculations because some of these costs are incurred only if there is a conviction, which occurs with a small probability in our analysis.
Cuyahoga County has a higher DNA recovery rate (0.592 vs. 0.491) and a higher hit probability given CODIS entry (0.670 vs. 0.640) than Detroit (Fig. 1 of Singer et al.) . Interestingly, particularly given that most of these kits were approximately 20 years old, Cuyahoga County had a projected conviction probability that is much higher than NYC's (11): Their overall probability that a hit leads to a conviction is 0.218, which is 20-fold higher than our probability of 0.012.
The cost per averted SA in Singer et al. (based on McCollister et al. (40)) is approximately half of our estimate ($203,768 vs. $435,319). However, the biggest difference between the two analyses is in the expected number of future SAs averted. While we estimate 26.22 SAs averted (and provide an alternative approach that gives the same order of magnitude), Singer et al. use 0.25 based on an estimate that 25% of offenders in the backlog will commit a future reported SA. Taken together, our benefit-to-cost ratio is $133,484/$1641 = 81.34 compared to $48,293,016/$9,569,008 = 5.05 in Singer et al. We suspect that the true benefit-to-cost ratio is higher than both of these estimates: We are too conservative on the conviction probability and Singer et al. is too conservative on the mean number of averted SAs.
Step (v)-Despite the arguments favoring the forklift approach in steps (i)-(iv), there is a potentially compelling counterargument: Stranger SAKs have higher probative value than nonstranger SAKs (6, 12) . Recall that CODIS contains offender hits (i.e., identity in CODIS is known) and forensic hits (i.e., identity in CODIS is unknown). Hits in the Detroit data are classified in one of three ways: an offender hit, a forensic hit, and an offender & forensic hit. Because the identity of the forensic hit is already known in the third category (i.e., it has been linked to the corresponding offender hit), we count offender & forensic hits as offender hits in Table 3 . Although these data differ from the numbers in figs. 4.13 and 4.14 in Ref. (9) because we include all four testing groups and those figures include only testing groups 1 and 2, the results are qualitatively similar: Recalling that cold hits are generated when stranger SAKs match to the offender file and when nonstranger SAKs match to the forensic file, it is clear that there is a much higher likelihood of cold hits from stranger SAKs, which may increase their probative value (6, 12) . Nonetheless, a nonstranger SAK hit to the offender file can reveal important investigative and prosecutorial information about the offender that would not have been obtained without testing the SAK.
Step (vi)-Our argument for testing all nonstranger SAKs is thus far not airtight. In addition to performing a cost-benefit analysis of testing all SAKs (i.e., comparing the strategy of no SAK testing vs. the strategy of testing all SAKs, as in step (iv)), it is desirable to perform a cost-benefit analysis of testing all nonstranger SAKs (i.e., comparing the strategy of stranger SAK testing vs. the strategy of testing all SAKs), which we do now.
The calculation of the hit probability derived earlier can be performed separately for nonstranger SAKs and stranger SAKs ( §2 of the SI). If all SAKs in the backlog are tested, the estimates in Table 1 predict that the probability that a tested SAK generates a hit is 0.373 for stranger SAKs and 0.269 for nonstranger SAKs. Replacing the overall hit probability 0.316 by the nonstranger hit probability 0.269 and replacing the overall DNA recovery probability 0.491 by the nonstranger DNA recovery probability d ns = 0.463, we calculate the mean testing cost of a nonstranger SAK to be 980 + 0.463(167) + 0.269(1334) + 0.269(0.037)13,113 = $1547. To make a case against testing nonstranger SAKs, the number of SAs averted would need to be much smaller via shorter offender careers, lower offending intensity, higher probability of detection, and/or a lower probability that a hit leads to a conviction. Given that many offenders perform a mix of stranger and nonstranger SAs (Fig. 1) , it seems unlikely that the first three of these four factors can be much smaller for nonstranger SAKs than for stranger SAKs (indeed, if anything, results in Ref. (22) suggest the opposite). Therefore, we conservatively assume that these first three factors do not change from the cost-benefit analysis in step (iv), which leaves the fourth factor, where-as stated in step (iii)-the data are contaminated by the historical biases, but nonetheless-as stated in step (iv)-stranger SAK hits may have much higher probative value than nonstranger SAK hits.
The argument now appears to boil down to quantifying the value of a nonstranger SAK hit to the offender file, which (Table 3) . It is not clear how to quantify this value without incorporating the biases mentioned in step (iii), and we believe that research along these lines would be valuable. Nonetheless, the cost-benefit analysis in step (iv) suggests that there is considerable slack with regards to the benefit of testing nonstranger SAKs in the backlog. So rather than trying to estimate the value of a nonstranger SAK hit to the offender file, we simply-and very conservatively-assume that they provide no benefit; that is, we assume that only cold hits can lead to convictions. To compute the probability that a hit is cold, we first compute the proportion of hits that are nonstranger hits if we test the entire backlog, which is (Table 3) , it follows that the probability that a hit is cold if we test the entire backlog is 0.470(0.062)+0.530(0.942)=0.528. Recall that in the cost-benefit analysis in step (iv) (i.e., assuming we test the entire backlog), the probability that a tested SAK generates a conviction is the product of the hit probability 0.316 and the probability that a hit generates a conviction, 0.037. To compute the probability that a tested nonstranger SAK generates a conviction, we replace 0.316 by 0.269, and-by assuming that the probability that a cold hit leads to a conviction is the same regardless of whether it is a stranger or nonstranger SAK, we replace 0.037 by (0.062/0.528)0.037. These substitutions yield a probability of 0.001 that a tested nonstranger SAK generates a conviction. Multiplying this probability times 26.22 SAs gives 0.028 averted SAs on average, for a mean averted cost of 0.028 (435,419) = $12,192. In summary, an investment of $1518 to test a nonstranger SAK generates an expected savings of 8.0 times that amount. Alternatively, the mean cost to avert a SA by testing a nonstranger SAK is $1547/0.028 = $54,250, which is within the $26,300-$62,600 range of the cost to avert a serious crime by adding police officers (26) .
Finally, we emphasize that the assumptions made in step (vi) are extremely conservative. Indeed, a sample of 203 cases (not including 42 cases that had been indicted but the defendant was capias) from Cuyahoga County's backlog shows that the probability of conviction given a hit is 58/106 = 0.547 for stranger SAs and 38/95 = 0.400 in nonstranger SAs (table 1 of Lovell R et al. (41) ). This modest differential, if used instead of assuming that only cold hits could possibly lead to a conviction, would barely put a dent in the cost-effectiveness analysis from step (iv).
In summary, after assuming that there is no benefit from averting nonsexual crimes, no benefit from generating nonstranger SAK hits to the offender file in CODIS and after making a slew of other conservative assumptions, the cost per averted serious crime for testing a nonstranger SAK is comparable to that of adding police officers. We believe, on balance, that our six-step argument goes a considerable way toward providing a convincing argument for testing the entire backlog of SAKs.
Prioritization
As mentioned earlier, the focus of our analysis is on what SAKs to test, not on the order in which they are tested. However, if-as we recommend-all SAKs in the backlog are to be tested, then the next natural question is how and if to prioritize SAKs within the backlog; this is particularly relevant if-due to limited resources-a multiyear effort is required. Steps (i)-(ii) of our argument suggest only a modest improvement in the hit probability, after accounting for the sorting cost. Incorporating weapon and delay information increases the improvement slightly, but perhaps not enough to warrant sorting and prioritization if the records are in paper form. For municipalities that store this information electronically, given the increase in hit probability in Fig. S7 and the differential in probative value implied by Table 3 , it seems appropriate to both test the entire backlog and prioritize stranger SAKs, SAKs with weapon use and SAKs with a short examination delay. Another variable that has a high probative value is the statute of limitations. Although beyond the scope of this study (a careful analysis would require not only data on statute of limitations, but also an estimate of the processing rate of SAKs, which would vary across municipalities), prioritizing SAKs that are approaching the statute of limitations may increase the number of convictions.
Data Limitations
More information about CODIS (e.g., the offense types for all hits in the offender and forensic files in CODIS) may have allowed us to assess the impact that legislative changes to CODIS (e.g., expanding or contracting the classes of crimes that are included in CODIS) would have on SAK hit probabilities (although an analysis of this type for all CODIS crimes has been performed (26)). A higher volume of data would allow for a more definitive conclusion regarding the nature of the beta distribution, which dictates the specialization of offenders between stranger and nonstranger SAs. Finally, although it is difficult to assess how an analysis of Detroit data generalizes to other cities, it is reassuring to note that all four NIJ-funded cities have qualitatively similar hit probabilities for stranger vs. nonstranger SAKs (table 13 in (10)) and the predicted hit probability from processing the entire Detroit backlog (0.316) is smaller than the actual hit probability from processing the entire backlog in NYC (1300/3700 = 0.351 in (11) ) and Cuyahoga County (0.396 in Singer et al. (39) ).
Conclusion
What to do about the immense backlog of untested SAKs in the U.S.A. has been referred to as a national dilemma (5) . We use a mathematical model to quantify the impact of prioritizing stranger SAKs over nonstranger SAKs using data from an important recent study in Detroit (3), revisit the Los Angeles study (7) , and perform two cost-benefit analyses: one to assess the policy of testing the entire backlog relative to not testing any of it, and one that assumes lower probative value of nonstranger SAK hits to assess the marginal impact of testing nonstranger SAKs. The picture that emerges is that testing SAKs in a backlog can be viewed as a % $1600 lottery with a small probability of a huge %$11.4 M payoff (the payoff is %$17.3 M if the SAK is tested at the time of the SA because more future SAs can be averted), which is the cost associated with averting 26.22 SAs, where the winning probability is the proportion of SAK tests that turn into a conviction. If the probability of a payoff is greater than 1.4 910 À4 , then this is an advantageous gamble on average. We conservatively estimate that the probability of a payoff is %10 À2 when considering all SAKs in the backlog and is %10 À3 for just the nonstranger SAKs in the backlog. Given the conservative assumptions involved, these analyses lead us to recommend that all SAKs in the backlog should be tested. However, if this forklift approach requires a multiyear effort, it is not unreasonable to prioritize stranger SAKs, SAKs associated with weapon use, and short examination delays (and SAKs within the stature of limitations and SAKs without an identified suspect, even though we did not explicitly study these two factors). Although we stand by this recommendation, perhaps our most useful contribution is to help frame the debate in a more rigorous manner and offer a starting point for supporting calculations.
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